
13 Moon Calendar
RED SELFEXISTING MOON YEAR

Magnetic Moon 1 - Cosmic Moon 28 
J u l y  2 6  2 0 2 2  -  J u l y  2 5  2 0 2 3



FROM THE NORTH
HOUSE OF THE ETERNAL SUN

May right action reap the harvest
So we may enjoy the fruits

Of planetary being

FROM ABOVE HOUSE OF HEAVEN
WWhere star people and ancestors gather

May their blessings come to us now

FROM BELOW HOUSE OF EARTH
May the heartbeat of her crystal core

Bless us with harmony and
Peace to end all war

FROM THE EAST HOUSE OF LIGHT
May wisdom dawn in us
So we may see all things in clarity

FROM THE SOUTH HOUSE OF NIGHT
May wisdom ripen in us
So we may see all from within

FFROM THE WEST
HOUSE OF TRANSFORMATION
May wisdom be transformed
Into right action
So we may do
What must be done

Prayer of the
7 Galactic Directions







Flowing Cycles

TZolkin Cycles
260 days or Kin are equivalent to -
65 x 4 Kin Harmonics
52 x 5 Kin Chromatics
20 x 13 Kin Wavespells
13 x 20 Kin Harmonic Runs
5 x 52 Kin Castles
4 x 65 Kin Galactic Seasons
These are harmonic cycles, cycles that
ensure harmony with a repeating order.

The Gregorian Calendar has a disharmonic 
number of days in each month. We wouldn’t 
use a ruler with each unit a different measure. 
It would be too confusing and crooked.

Time is of the mind, follow a crooked
time and you have a crooked mind.

The Tribes shown here are of the ancient 
Mayan form, this calendar uses the Tribes

of the 13 Moon Dreamspell Calendar.

Each day in the 13 Moon Calendar is named by
- a day (named by a Radial Plasma)
- a week (7 days/Radial Plasmas, each week of a Moon named by one of 4 colours, Red, White, Blue, Yellow)
- a moon (13 Moons named by the Tones)
- a tribe (1 of 20 Tribes)
- a tone (1 of 13 Tones)

Of the 2 cogs below inside each other, the inner cog cycles in 13 days. The outer cog cycles in 20 days.
The inner wheel shows the 13 Tones, the outer wheel the 20 Tribes, the big wheel shows the 365 days of the Solar Year.
20 x 13 = 260 days from conception to birth, is 1 round of the 260-day Tzolkin or Galactic Spin.
13 Moons x 28 days + 1 Day Out Of Time (DOOT) = 365 days. The Celts 13 Moon Calendar called a ‘year-and-a-day’.

260-day Tzolkin syncs with 365-day Solar Year. 365 x 52 = 260 x 73 = 18980 days - 52 years = 73 Tzolkin Spins = 1 Sirian Cycle.
The day highlighted is the 13th Tone named Cosmic & the 20th Tribe named Yellow Sun, the 260th day
of the 260-day Tzolkin. It also shows the 4th day of the 12th Crystal Moon of the 365 day Solar year.
So this day was Kin 260, Yellow Solar Sun of Crystal Moon 4.
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7 Radial Plasmas 
7 DAYS OF THE WEEK

In the 13 Moon Calendar, the 7 days of the week are 7 Radial Plasmas

Radial plasmas are electrical fluids that are the primary building 
blocks of creation (even before quarks!). These plasmas stream
out from the center of the galaxy - they also are absorbed into and 
radiated out from the 7 chakras. These plasmas are the basis of a 
new telepathic technology, by which we can create a 
Rainbow Bridge around the Earth ...

Each of the 7 Radial Plasmas has its own unique power:
Plasma 1 - Dali - thermic force, heat (target)
Plasma 2 - Seli - luminic force, light(flow)
Plasma 3 - Gamma - luminic-thermic force, heat-light (pacify)
Plasma 4 - Kali - catalytic agent (establish)
Plasma 5 - Alpha - double-extended electron (release)
Plasma 6 - Limi - mental electron (purify)
Plasma 7 - Silio - mental electron neutron (discharge)

In the 13 Moon calendar every day of the week corresponds to 
one of these Radial Plasmas, which then corresponds to one of your 
chakras! Each day you can visualize the Plasma Seal in the chakra 
and repeat the affirmations, listed below. To unite with the Earth.

Plasma 1 - Dali - “My father is intrinsic awareness. I feel the heat.”
Plasma 2 - Seli - “My mother is the ultimate sphere. I see the light”
Plasma 3 - Gamma - “My lineage is the union of intrinsic awareness 
and the ultimate sphere. I attain the power of peace.
Plasma 4 - Kali - “My name is the glorious lotus born.
I catalyze the light-heat within.”
Plasma 5 - Alpha - “My country is the unborn ultimate sphere.
I release the double extended electron at the south pole.”
Plasma 6 - Limi - “I consume dualistic thoughts as food.
I purify the mental electron at the north pole.”
Plasma 7 - Silio - “My role is to accomplish the actions of
the Buddha. I discharge the mental electron neutron at
the center of the earth”

Each 7 Days we cube the Codon,  each of the first 6 Plasmas
create a side of the Cube, the 7th day, Silio expands the cube to 
become a Time Atom. 4 Time Atoms in 1 Moon, as the steam
paddlers for the Rainbow Bridge Meditation (facing page).

Dali  (Crown)
Gamma (3rd Eye)
Alpha (Throat)
Si l io (Heart)
Limi (Solar Plexus)
Kali  (Sacral)
Seli  (Root)

top    bottom     right       left        front       back    centre

Cubing the  Plasmas

More info on the science of the Radial Plasmas www.lawoftime.org

Dali         Seli      Gamma       Kali        Alpha       Limi        Silio



The purpose of this meditation is to generate a telepathic wave of love that 
connects ourselves with the center of the Earth, with bipolar rainbow alter-
nators that hold Earth’s magnetic fields in place, along with other planetary 
kin doing the same meditation. By establishing this world-wide telepathic 
Earth wave, we are creating a matrix of communication which brings the 
noosphere – Earth’s mental envelope – ever closer into conscious manifesta-
tion. This matrix also provides a protective field of genuinely positive thought 
vibrations meant to maintain Earth’s resonant field in a state of harmony and 
peace. The goal of this meditation is to actually manifest Earth’s Rainbow 
Bridge. This Rainbow Bridge is the bridge of peace long prophe-
sied that will permanently connect 3rd-dimensional Earth with 
the 4th and higher dimensions, assuring a peace and 
harmony that will not be broken.In order that all beings 
may participate in this meditation whether or not they 
have ever heard of the synchronic order, we offer this 
universal version.  Do alone or in group – early in the 
day is best.  Take a few deep breaths, inhaling what is 
negative, transmuting that within yourself and exhaling 
what is positive and purifying. Then close your eyes. 
Visualize that you are in the center of the Earth. Visu-
alize a giant octahedron crystal core. 4 faces of the 
crystal end in a point along the North polar axis. The 
other 4 join at a point aligned with the South polar axis. 
Surrounding the giant octahedron crystal is the Earth’s 
inner membrane, like a drum resonating the surface of 
the outer Earth. The Northern half of the crystal has 2 red 
and 2 white faces; the Southern half has 2 blue and 2 
yellow faces. Now go inside the crystal. In the center of 
this giant crystal is an intensly blazing point of white light.  
An etheric column or axis of light extends North and South 
from the blazing center point, through the tips of the octahe-
dron going on to the North and South poles at the Earth’s exterior. Around this 
etheric vertical magnetic axis of light, are two intertwined flux tubes through 
which plasmic energy is continuously passing. Coiled around each other like 
the two strands of DNA, the flux tubes are red and blue in color. They deliver 
plasma – electrically charged ions – to the blazing point at the center of the 
Earth. On the northern axis of this column of light with the 2 flux tubes wound 
around it, is the red time atom created from cubing the Radial Plasmas week 
days, in a Moons 1st week. Around the southern axis of light is the blue time 
atom, created from cubing the Radial Plasmas of a Moon’s 3rd week.  The red 
and blue polar time atoms turn in opposite directions to each other, the red 
northern time atom in a clockwise direction, the blue southern time atom in a

counterclockwise direction.  The gravitational plane of the octahedron
crystal, emanates horizontally out from the blazing luminous center of the 

crystal, extending to the 4 points that mark the edges of the crystal, where 
the 4 northern and 4 southern faces of the octahedron meet. The gravitation-

al plane connecting these 4 points is like the base of 2 pyramids – 1 pyramid 
extends from this base with faces to the northern point of the octahedron, 

and 4 faces to the southern point. Along this gravitational plane exactly
opposite each other are 2 more time atoms: a white one and yellow one. 

These 2 gravitational time atoms, constructed from the 2nd and 4th weeks of 
a Moon, have their 2 axial points aligned with the gravitational plane, lying 

on their side and perpendicular to the polar time atoms. These  
white and yellow time atoms turn around like paddle wheelers 

making a slow circular motion, counterclockwise, from left to 
right around the central point of blazing luminosity. Once 

you have visualised the octahedron crystal core of the 
Earth with its 8 faces, 4 time atoms, etheric column of

light and 2 flux tubes, then visualize that from the
center of the crystal a great stream of multi- colored 

plasma-filled light shoots up in both directions toward 
both of Earth’s poles. Now you have gone from the 

center of the Earth to a point out in space where you 
are seeing the whole Earth. While you can still see the 

crystal octahedron at the center of the Earth, at the 
North and South poles the stream of light shoots out 

to become a great double Rainbow Bridge – the day 
alternator and night alternator of Earth’s magnetic field 

made visible. 2 rainbow streams connect the North & 
South Poles of the Earth, 180 degrees apart. As the Earth 

slowly revolves on its axis, the Rainbow Bridge is steady 
and constant, unmoving.

Once you have completed the visualization, see the whole Earth 
revolving beneath the Rainbow Bridge and place it in your heart.

Imagine the 2 streams of light shooting out through your central column 
above your head and beneath your feet. Now they make a similar

Rainbow Bridge around your body. Now you and the Earth are one. 
The Rainbow Bridge of World Peace is real. What exists at first in the

imagination, visualized by enough people in a telepathic wave of love,
will in time become a reality.

Gratitude to Jose Arguelles and the Low of Time for being
attuned to the Planetary Dreaming - www.lawoftime.org

rainbow bridge world peace meditation





MAGNETIC BAT MOON                                 What Is My Purpose?

Moon 1: Unify - Attract - PurposeMoon 1: Unify - Attract - Purpose T h e  E a r t h  a n d  M y s e l f  a r e  O n e  M i n d  -  J o s e  A r g u e l l e s





LUNAR SCORPION MOON                           What Is My Chal lenge?

Moon 2: Polarise - Stabilise - ChallengeMoon 2: Polarise - Stabilise - Challenge The future of human evolution is to become a medium
of cosmic consciousness. - Jose Arguelles





ELECTRIC DEER MOON                               How can I  best Serve?

Moon 3: Activate - Bond - ServiceMoon 3: Activate - Bond - Service Time is not what a clock measures, it is a factor of Synchronicity.
- Stephanie South





SELFEXISTING OWL MOON                     What is the Form of my Service?

Moon 4: Define - Measure - FormMoon 4: Define - Measure - Form A r t  w i l l  b e c o m e  o u r  w a y  o f  l i f e .  -   J o s e  A r g u e l l e s





OVERTONE PEACOCK MOON                 How can I best Empower myself?

Moon 5: Empower - Command - RadianceMoon 5: Empower - Command - Radiance The Universe is worked and guided from within outwards.
- Helena Blavatsky





RHYTHMIC LIZARD MOON                      How can I Organise for Equality?

Moon 6: Organise - Balance - EqualityMoon 6: Organise - Balance - Equality Your own Self-Realisation is the greatest service you can render the world.
- Ramana Maharshi





RESONANT MONKEY MOON             How can I Attune my Service to Others?

Moon 7: Channel - Inspire - AttunementMoon 7: Channel - Inspire - Attunement Your true nature is that of infinite spirit.
The feeling of limitation is the work of the mind. - Ramana Maharshi





GALACTIC HAWK MOON                                Am I  Walking my Talk?

Moon 8: Harmonise - Model - IntegrityMoon 8: Harmonise - Model - Integrity In terms of the spaceship Earth, the wrong crew is in command,
and it’s time for a mutiny. - Jose Arguelles





SOLAR JAGUAR MOON                        How do I Realise my Purpose?

Moon 9: Pulse - Realise - IntentionMoon 9: Pulse - Realise - Intention Who owns your time, owns your mind.
Own your own time and own your own mind. - Jose Arguelles





PLANETARY DOG MOON                        How do I Perfect what I Do?

Moon 10: Perfect - Produce - ManifestationMoon 10: Perfect - Produce - Manifestation Time and again human consciousness fixates, and slams the door on its 
greatest gift, the open-endedness of infinite possibility. - Jose Arguelles





SPECTRAL SERPENT MOON                     How do I Release & Let Go?

Moon 11: Dissolve - Release - LiberationMoon 11: Dissolve - Release - Liberation What is called reality is in fact nothing more than a culturally sanctioned
and linguistically reinforced hallucination. - Terence McKenna





CRYSTAL RABBIT MOON                   How can I Dedicate myself to all that lives?

Moon 12: Dedicate - Universalise - CooperationMoon 12: Dedicate - Universalise - Cooperation Imagination is the golden pathway to everywhere. 
- Terence McKenna





COSMIC TURTLE MOON                         How can I Extend my Love & Joy?

Moon 13: Endure - Transcend - PresenceMoon 13: Endure - Transcend - Presence Everything is Perfect. Love Everyone. Hate No-one.
- Jose Arguelles



Kin  Oracle



This  is  a  p rofound  1 3-s te p  for m ula for  c re ation and  m anife s tation in l i fe .  
* tone s  with s ingle  d ot are  s e l f - guid e d  -  le ar ning thru s e l f  guid ance.



The 4 Clans & 20 Tribes represent the Story of Creat ion.
Each t ribe evolves sequent ial ly in the cycle. By recognising each 
of the 20 Tribes as interconnected U niversal  Truths, represent ing

a Cosmic Cycle, w e can perceive the Fabric of Real i ty,
the Synchronic Order and the Science of Synchronici ty.






